
Propaganda Techniques Handout 
 
Propaganda techniques Propaganda is information to get the listener to do something. It is 

not innocuous or passive. The info may be based in logic or emotion. But there is always the 
motive to get you to do something. This is why people buy what they do not need and vote 
against their own best interests. 

 
Bandwagon The main idea is to get people to join the “in group.” If you don’t, you’re out of touch, 
you’re not cool. You may even be putting yourself in danger. Everybody’s doing it! 
 
Repetition Repeating a phrase so often that people commit it to memory whether they realize it or 
not. Heavy rotation on Top 40 Radio or the same commercial airing several times a day. Your 
parents nagging you to clean your room, do your homework, etc. 
 
Transfer The most powerful technique. It gets listener to transfer feelings about one thing to 
another, unrelated thing. In advertisements, sentimental feeling about family or pets are used to get 
viewers to feel sentimental about washing machines or laundry detergent. The use of sex or 
objectification of women’s bodies is the most common and powerful. In politics the use of flags, 
eagles and other patriotic symbols are common. 

Snob appeal This is a type of transfer where the viewer is told that a product is only for 
those who are qualified: expensive cars; cigars; yachts; insurance; etc. 
Just plain folks Another type of transfer. Every president has used this one. They’re all 
millionaires but we’re supposed to believe that Reagan and Bush chopped wood for the cold 
winters on their million-dollar ranches; that Mrs. Carter gave Jimmy Carter a sweater for 
Christmas; that Barrack Obama walked the campaign trail so hard he had holes in his soles. 

  
Testimonial Another common technique whereby a famous person tells you about how good a 
product is or that he/she is voting for a certain candidate. “Be like Mike” was such a popular ad that 
people who can’t jump over a piece of paper are still buying $200 AirJordan shoes. When Oprah 
endorsed Barrach Obama women went to polls in droves. 
 
Exigency Rhymes with emergency! A simple ploy advertisers use to make the listener think there 
are only a few products left, or only a short time to get said product. “Supplies are limited, act now!” 
 
Glittering generality A word or phrase that sparkles and draws attention but says nothing specific. 
It is an aural Rorschach test. The listener must bring meaning to what is said, therefore the phrase 
means something different to each listener. Corporations spend millions of dollars to advertising 
agencies to make up slogans that say nothing, but mean something different to everyone. 
 
Innuendo Implying something without coming out and literally saying it. Posting photos or videos on 
social media of two people smiling at each other without any explanation hoping viewers will get the 
wrong impression that the two are cheating on their partners. 
 
Name calling Unlike innuendo this is direct. Coming right out and saying a person is cheating on his 
or her partner. 
 
Card stacking Simply listing as many negative things as possible about a person, product or 
subject. Or only listing the positives. This is very unscientific, but no one can say you’re lying. You 
only tell one side of the story. 
 
Over simplification Giving only one reason for a complex situation. “Immigrants are ruining the 
economy!” “Insurance is the reason for high medical costs!” It doesn’t matter if what is said is true or 
false, it is offered as the only reason for reality! 


